Dynamic characteristics of polymer composite beam and plate structures were studied when the structures were coupled with water. The effect of Fluid-Structure Interaction (FSI) on natural frequencies, mode shapes, and dynamic responses was examined for polymer composite structures using multiphysics-based computational techniques. Composite structures were modeled using the Finite Element Method. The fluid was modeled as an acoustic medium using the Cellular Automata and finite element techniques. Those techniques were coupled so that both fluid and structure could interact bi-directionally. In order to make the coupling easier, the beam and plate finite elements have only displacement degrees of freedom but no rotational degrees of freedom. Then, the numerical modal analysis technique was applied to the composite structures with and without FSI, respectively, so that the effect of FSI can be examined by comparing the two results. The study showed that the effect of FSI is significant on dynamic properties of polymer composite structures. Some previous experimental observations were confirmed using the numerical modal analysis.
Introduction
Composite materials have been of great interest recently as they prove to have many significant advantages over the 'traditional' materials in shipbuilding, marine, and aerospace industry applications. They possess many beneficial properties, which include, but are not limited to, their superior specific strength and specific stiffness, their excellent resistance to corrosion and marine environmental deterioration, and their ability to conform any shape that designers wish to make. As a result, composite structures have been used in many military and civilian applications. Additionally, a rise in interest in composites is expected to occur in the near future for use in building fuel-efficient and therefore cost-efficient naval ships, vessels, and marine structures.
The vast majority of the past research on composite structures has been conducted for dry structures. A limited amount of research has been undertaken with considerations of the interaction between composite structures and fluids such as water. Some of the Fluid-Structure Interaction (FSI) studies with composite structures were liquid sloshing in composite tanks [1, 2] . Other FSI studies were composite structures subjected to underwater explosion [3, 4] . More recently, a series of studies have been conducted to understand the effect of FSI on composite structures [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . In those research, responses of composite structures were compared between the two cases with (i.e., in water) and without (i.e., in air) the FSI effect under impact or cyclic loading. The results showed that the effects of FSI on polymer composite structures are significant because densities of polymer composites are very comparable to that of water. The effect of FSI can lead to a premature failure of a composite structure if the effect is not considered in the design and analysis of composite structures.
The previous studies on the FSI effect revealed some results to be noteworthy. When a polymer composite structure was loaded in air and water, respectively, under the same dynamic loading condition, the FSI effect with water resulted in a larger stress in the composite structure. Additionally, the location of the maximum stress could be shifted because of the FSI effect. For example, when a clamped polymer composite plate was impacted in air and water, respectively, the strain gage reading at different locations of the plate showed a drastic difference between the two different impact cases. In other words, the strain responses near the center of the composite plate were qualitatively similar even though there were some differences in magnitudes and phases because of the FSI effect. On the other hand, the strain-time history readings at the location near the clamped corner were significantly different qualitatively and quantitatively between the two impact cases. Fig. 1 compares the strain responses at the two locations. The results suggest that the effect of the added mass is not uniform over the composite plate.
In order to further understand the effect of the added mass resulting from FSI, an experimental study was conducted for polymer composite beams [9] . Free vibrational motions of an e-glass composite beam were measured in air and water, respectively, The present study is similar to that in Ref. [9] . A series of numerical experimental studies were conducted for composite beams and plates. In order to measure mode shapes of composite structures accurately, many sensors must be attached to the structure for a physical experiment. However, numerical experiments can be conducted easily with a reasonable mesh of the structure. Therefore, numerical modal analyses were conducted in this study to enhance the understanding of the effect of the added mass on dynamic behaviors of polymer composite beams and plates.
The next section describes computational techniques used for the study. Both the Finite Element Method (FEM) and Cellular Automata (CA) technique were used. The following section shows some examples to verify the program. Then, the study of added mass effect is presented for composite plates and beams, which was subsequently followed by conclusions.
Computational modeling

Multiphysics analysis
A multiphysics-based computational analysis is conducted for this study. Beams and plates were modeled using the Finite Element Method (FEM). In order to make the coupling between the structure and fluid easy, the beam and plate elements have only displacement degrees of freedom like 3-D solid finite elements. As a result, those elements represent the thickness dimension explicitly so that fluid at the bottom and top surfaces can be readily separated by the structure. Additionally, the compatibility conditions at the fluid-structure interfaces can be applied easily. The fluid is considered as an acoustic domain by neglecting fluid flow, viscosity, etc. The governing equation for a linear acoustic field is solved using both FEM and the Cellular Automata (CA) techniques. After time domain solutions are obtained from the multiphysics analysis, the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is applied so as to transform the time domain to the frequency domain as the numerical modal analysis. Then, modal parameters of the dynamic structure are determined. The details of the analysis techniques used in this study are discussed below.
Structural finite element analysis
Since beam and plate finite elements can be easily derived from shell finite elements, this section describes the general shell element formulation. The detailed formulation of the solid-like shell finite element was given in Ref. [11] and it is briefly presented here. The plate/shell element is sketched in Fig. 2 which has eight nodes like a 3-D brick element. There are two nodes along the thickness of the shell because linear interpolations of displacements are mostly good enough along the thickness. However, more nodes can be added to the inplane dimension to improve the accuracy. Such high order shell elements can be developed from the present element in a straightforward matter so that the eight-node element is discussed here. Since the element has nodal displacements at both top and bottom surfaces, the elements can be stacked together to represent a laminated composite. Additionally, fluid on either side of the shell can be readily separated, and the compatibility conditions can be applied at the fluid-structure interface easily because both media can have nodes at the same spatial position.
The mathematical formulation of the shell element is based on a high-order bending theory which includes bending strains, transverse shear strains, and the transverse normal strain. The element stiffness matrix in terms of its local axes is expressed as
where the matrix related to the bending strains is expressed as In addition, the matrix for the transverse normal strain is (1) is equivalent to applying the penalty method for the transverse displacements. In order to prevent transverse shear locking, the second term is integrated using a reduced integration technique when low order shape functions are used as in the present element. The nodal displacement vector is expressed as
For an analysis of a curved shell structure, the coordinate transformation is conducted from the local coordinate system to the global coordinate system. Let (l 1 , m 1 , n 1 ) be the direction cosines between x-and X-axis, (l 2 , m 2 , n 2 ) be the direction cosines between y-and Y-axis, and (l 3 , m 3 , n 3 ) be the direction cosines between zand Z-axis. The low case letters indicate the local axes embedded to each shell element while the capital letters denote the global axes. The transformation of displacements between the two coordinate systems result in 
where the superscript 'i' changes from 1 to 4 representing the four nodes at the bottom surface of the plate/shell element. As the transformation matrix in Eq. (10) is denoted by matrix [T] whose size is 24 by 24 for the eight-node shell element, the nodal displacement vector and the element stiffness matrix in terms of the global coordinate system are expressed as
The mass matrix for the shell element is the same as that for the 3-D solid element with the same number of nodes. A diagonal mass matrix may be used to save computational time in conjunction with the explicit time integration scheme. However, for the present analysis, an unconditionally stable implicit time integration scheme such as the Newmark method was selected. The reason is that the time step size for numerical integration is dictated by the CA technique used for the fluid domain as discussed later, and the same time step size is used for both structural and fluid domains. Therefore, it was desired to eliminate any instability associated with structural analysis. The fluid and structural domains were solved in tandem with meeting the interface compatibility conditions such as continuity of velocities and pressure.
Fluid finite element analysis
The fluid domain was modeled as an acoustic medium. The velocity potential formulation was utilized for the acoustic medium, and it is briefly derived here. The continuity equation is @q @t
where q is the density,ũ is the velocity vector,r is the gradient operator, and t indicates time. The change of density is expressed as
in which s is called condensation and q 0 is an ambient fluid density.
Substitution of Eq. (14) into Eq. (13) with an assumption of S << 1 results in
The force-balance equation is given as
where p is the pressure. The velocity potential is defined as follows:
Substitution of the velocity by the velocity potential in Eq. (16) yields
The relationship p = Bs as well as Eq. (17) are substituted into Eq. (15) as follows:
where B is the fluid bulk modulus. Elimination of pressure from Eqs.
(18) and (19) produces the final wave equation in terms of the velocity potential.
where c 2 = B/q o and c is the speed of sound. Provided with appropriate initial and boundary conditions, this well-posed initial value problem has been much studied and discussed [12] .
In order to apply Eq. (20) to FSI problems, the velocity at the FSI interface boundary is computed from the structural dynamics, and it is applied to the wave equation through Eq. (17) . On the other hand, the fluid pressure is computed from the wave equation using
The acoustic wave equation, Eq. (20), was solved using two different techniques. The first technique used FEM and the second technique utilized CA. Because each technique has pros and cons, both of them were used together to take advantage of each other. For example, the finite element formulation is easy to be coupled at the interface of fluid and structure as well as easy to model complex shape of fluid domain conforming the structural geometry. However, it is computationally expensive and not easy with applying some boundary condition such as the non-reflective boundary condition. On the other hand, the CA technique is computationally very efficient and easy to apply various boundary conditions including the non-reflective boundary condition. However, it is not straightforward to apply the interface compatibility between the fluid and structure as discussed later. Additionally, the CA technique is based on regular lattice geometries like cubes and squares such that it cannot conform a complex shape of fluid domain accurately unless a very dense lattice structure is used. Therefore, the FSI model contains a FEM fluid domain around a FEM structural domain, and the CA fluid domain surrounds the FEM fluid domain. In order to save the computational time, the FEM fluid domain is minimized. Fig. 3 sketches the concept of the overall analysis scheme of the fluid and structural domains.
Applying the Galerkin formulation to the wave equation, the following finite element matrix equation is obtained.
where
Here, {H} is the vector of nodal interpolation functions, X and C are the fluid domain and boundary, respectively, andñ is the outward normal vector to the fluid boundary. The right-hand side of Eq. (22) is defined on the boundary of the domain. At the fluidstructure interface, the velocity compatibility provides a convenient input to this finite element problem using Eq. (25).
Fluid Cellular Automata analysis
Cellular Automata are discrete, rule-based numerical methods that can model complex physical phenomena with relative simplicity. Generally, both space and time are treated discretely and the value of the quantity in question is limited to a finite set of values. As the space-time domain proceeds or grows, the seemingly simple model converges to a complex real-world behavior. The simplicity of the chosen rules and their implementation lowers the computational cost while still achieving required accuracy. The CA rules developed for modeling wave propagation are precursors to the lattice Boltzmann method of modeling fluid flow.
Following the work in Refs. [8, [13] [14] [15] , the wave equations in 2-D and 3-D use the following rules, respectively:
The value of / at each interior grid point in the domain of interest (/ c ) is updated according to the values at its nearest neighbors. Subscripts 'W', 'E', 'N', 'S', 'F', and 'B' represent west, east, north, south, front and back in terms of the center node denoted by the subscript 'C'. For convenience, the set of points is divided into two sets, ''black'' and ''white'' (or ''odd'' and ''even''), such that the neighbors of each white point are all black, and only one ''color'' is updated during each iteration. The time step size in the CA technique is expressed as
where Dt CA is the time step size used in the CA technique, Dx is the lattice spacing, c is the speed of sounds in the fluid medium, and N dim is the lattice dimension which is 2 and 3 for the 2-D and 3-D domains, respectively. The CA model of the wave equation for velocity potential is simple to implement, and can easily be adapted to a variety of nontrivial boundary conditions. However, converting velocity potential back into useful quantities like pressure and velocity as time-and spatial derivatives is hampered by the alternating update nature of the model. In other words, the CA model has some difficulty to satisfy the compatibility conditions at the fluid-structure interface, like the continuity of velocity and pressure at the interface. Hence, the FEM fluid model was used instead at the fluid-structure interface as sketched in Fig. 3 . Fig. 4 illustrates how to apply common boundary conditions to the CA technique. Boundary conditions are applied using virtual neighbor lattices next to the boundary lattices. When a fixed value boundary condition is applied, there is no need of the virtual lattice. The technique shown in Fig. 4 is applicable for multidimensional domain in a straightforward manner.
The two fluid domains, i.e., FEM and CA fluid domains, will overlap such that the outer layer of finite element nodes will be processed as interior CA nodes whose CA-calculated values become FE-specified boundary values. The next set of FEM nodes inside its own domain are calculated by FEM and then passed to the CA domain to serve as neighbors for application of the CA rule to the outer set.
Numerical modal analysis
Modal analysis extracts the modal parameters like natural frequencies, mode shapes, and damping ratios of a structure. In the experimental modal analysis, multiple sensors are attached to a structure to be tested. Then, an impulse loading is applied to the structure. The sensors mostly used are accelerometers because they are sensitive, small and light so that they may not alter the mass and stiffness of the original structure. On the other hand, velocimeters are bulkier and heavier than accelerometers so that the former sensors are not suitable for a small structure used in a laboratory. In the numerical modal analysis, any dynamic response such as displacement, velocity, acceleration, etc. can be selected. Additionally, much more data can be obtained from the numerical modal analysis because every finite element node provides a time history of the dynamic responses. Once the time domain responses of an excited dynamic structure are obtained, the FFT is used to convert the time domain data into the frequency domain data. Then, the modal parameters are obtained from the frequency domain data at each nodal point. Ref. [16] explained the modal analysis technique to extract the mode shapes. As a result, it is omitted here to save space.
Verification study
The computational techniques described in the previous section were tested against some known solutions. The example cases selected for verification were the vibrations of beams in air without FSI. The first example was a cantilever beam. The beam is 1.0 m long, 0.05 m thick, and 0.1 m wide. The modulus of elasticity is 20 GPa and the density is 2000 kg/m 3 . The analytical solutions for natural frequencies and mode shapes are available in Ref. [17] . The mode shapes are given in the following equation:
/ðxÞ ¼ Aðcos bx À cosh bxÞ þ ðsin bx À sinh bxÞ ð 29Þ
Here, l is the length of the beam, m is the mass per unit length, EI is the beam rigidity, and x is the frequency in rad/s. The coordinate x is measured from the left end of the beam. The first three mode shapes have bl = 1.875104 for Mode 1, bl = 4.694091 for Mode 2, bl = 7.854757 for Mode 3, from which the natural frequency can be determined. The numerical modal analysis was conducted to compute the natural frequencies and mode shapes. Additionally, the finite element eigenvalue analysis was also conducted to determine the natural frequencies and mode shapes using the mass and stiffness matrices obtained from the finite element models. Forty beam elements were used for the analysis. 
The first three mode shapes have bl = 4.730041 for Mode 1, bl = 7.853205 for Mode 2, bl = 10.995608 for Mode 3, from which the natural frequency can be determined. The first three natural frequencies and mode shapes are shown in Table 2 and Figs. 8-10 , respectively. The results from the numerical modal analysis agree well with the other solutions.
The previous examples verified the computational procedure for the numerical modal analysis. In the next section, the effect of FSI is considered on the natural frequencies and mode shapes of beams and plates using the multiphysics-based modeling techniques described in the previous section.
Study of FSI on composite structures
A composite beam clamped at both ends was studied for the effect of FSI on its dynamic behavior. The geometric and material properties of the beam are the same as those used in the previous section. The water has the density of 1000 kg/m 3 , and the speed of sound 1500 m/s. The non-reflected boundary condition was applied to the fluid domain. The numerical modal analysis was conducted using the multiphysics-based computational techniques described in the previous section. As the first study, a short impulse load was applied to the clamped composite beam. Then, the natural frequency and the mode shapes were computed from the numerical modal analysis. In order to obtain the 2nd rotational-symmetric mode shape, the impulse load was applied to a finite element nodal point other than the center. For the center is the node of vibration for the 2nd mode.
The first natural frequency obtained with FSI was 63.64 Hz which is much smaller than the first frequency without FSI as shown in Table 2 . The frequency was reduced by more than 60% because of the effect of FSI. This reduction is very comparable to what was measured in the physical experiment for a cantilever beam. The experimental result showed an approximately 70% reduction [9] . Because the cantilever beam is less constrained than the beam clamped at both ends, the effect of FSI was slightly larger. The first two mode shapes are compared in Figs. 11 and 12 between the two cases with and without FSI, respectively. The mode shapes look similar between the two cases. Then, the modal curvatures were compared, which are the second derivatives of the mode shapes and are proportional to the bending strains. As shown in Figs curvatures than in the mode shapes resulting from the FSI effect, especially for the 2nd mode. For the next study, the static deflection of the beam clamped at both ends and subjected to a central force was used as the initial condition of the beam, and the beam was freed to vibrate without any external load. Figs. 15 and 16 show snapshots of deformed beams during free vibration of the beam at some selected times. Fig. 15 is for vibration in air while Fig. 16 is for vibration in water. The initial static deflection of the beam is close to its first mode shape. As a result, the first mode shape is the major vibrational mode. The free vibration in air looks like more or less the first mode vibration. However, the free vibration in water shows distinct high frequency modes on top of the first mode. In other words, the FSI resulted in higher mode shapes to store the vibrational energy. This finding was also observed in the previous experiment of a composite cantilever beam [9] .
The next set of studies was conducted for a composite plate whose material properties were the same as before. The plate is square of 1 by 1 m and plate thickness is 0.02 m. A short duration of impulse force was applied to the composite plate while it was clamped all around the boundary. The plate had initially no displacement and velocity. Figs. 17 and 18 plot the deformed shapes of the vibrating composite plate in air and water, respectively, at an arbitrary selected times.
The deformed shape of the vibrating composite plate in air resembles that of the static deformation under the central load as shown in Fig. 17 . However, the vibrating composite plate in water shows a different transverse displacement as shown in Fig. 18 where there are local peaks near the four corners of the clamped plate, which were not observed for the vibration in air. Then, the excited mode shapes were compared between the two vibrations in air and water, respectively. Because the force is applied at the center, only symmetric modes were excited by the Fig. 21 explains the local peak deformation near the corners as seen in Fig. 18 . This explains the results observed in a previous experiment, where a clamped composite plate was impacted at the center while the plate was in air and water, respectively [6, 7] . The study showed that the measured strains were much different near the corners of the plate between the impact in air and under water as shown in Fig. 1(b) . That is because the excited mode shapes are different between the vibrations in air and water.
The next examples studied the clamped plate with a given initial condition without any external load. The first study applied the static deformation of the square plate under central force as the initial displacement while the initial velocity was set to zero. The second study applied the static deformation under a concentrated bending moment at the center as the initial displacement. Those initial displacements were obtained from the static bending analysis of the same composite plate clamped along the boundary. The first case corresponds to the initial deformation close to the first mode of vibration which is a symmetric mode. On the other hand, the second case corresponds to the initial deformation close to the second mode of vibration which is rotationally symmetric about one axis. shown in the contour plots, and the transverse deformation during vibration looks much more rugged in water than in air. All deformed plots did not consider slopes for smooth deformed shapes for simplicity. As a result, the deformed plates show facets. The frequency spectra are shown in Figs. 26 and 27 for the symmetric initial displacement, which was obtained from the time history of the central displacement of the plate. The plot for vibration in air shows one sharp peak for the given frequency range, which is the first natural frequency. On the other hand, the frequency spectrum for vibration in water shows the downward shift of the first natural frequency and contributions from various frequency components. Additionally, Figs. 28 and 29 show the frequency spectra of the plate motion with the rotationally symmetric initial displacement. Almost the same kind of observation can be made for the two plots except the frequency in Fig. 28 represents the second mode shape.
Conclusions
Numerical modal analyses were conducted to understand the vibrational characteristics such as modal parameters of a polymer composite beam and plate when they were submerged in water. The composite structures were modeled using FEM with displacement degrees of freedom only elements. The water domain was divided into two subdomains. The FEM was applied to the inside small fluid subdomain containing the structure while the CA technique was used for the much larger fluid subdomain surrounding the former fluid subdomain. By doing so, the FSI could be undertaken easily with saving in the computational cost associated with the fluid analysis which was assumed to be an acoustic medium with negligence of fluid flow and viscosity.
The modal parameters such as natural frequencies, mode shapes, modal curvatures were compared between the two cases; a structure in air and water, respectively. The comparison showed that not only the natural frequencies but also mode shapes and modal curvatures were influenced by FSI. This finding was a confirmation of the results obtained previously for composite beams using the experimental modal analysis [9] . Additionally, the analysis of a clamped composite plate showed that the second symmetric mode shape in water was very different from that in air, and the mode shape explained what was observed with an impact test of a composite plate in water, i.e., such a drastic difference in the strain responses near the corner of the plate between the two cases; impacted plate in water and air, respectively as compared in Fig. 1 .
Free vibrational analysis of the composite beam and plate released from an initial static deflection showed that the FSI effect activated high frequency modal components of the composite structures. The frequency spectrum showed a major difference between the two cases, with and without FSI effect. All the differences as explained above affected the dynamic responses of polymer composite structures in water, which could result in premature failure as well as a shift in the failure location because of the FSI effect when compared to those without FSI. 
